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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Eighth Ninth Ordinal numbers Fifth

Middle First Between Fourth

1. __________ - space separating two things; the period of time that
separates two different times; the beginning and ending points of a group
of numbers

2. __________ - an ordinal number; number 8

3. __________ - an ordinal number; number five

4. __________ - an ordinal number; number one

5. __________ - an ordinal number; number 4

6. __________ - halfway; midway between two points

7. __________ - an ordinal number; number nine

8. __________ - whole numbers that represent order; first, second, third,
etc.; ordinal numbers name positions
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Eighth Ninth Ordinal numbers Fifth

Middle First Between Fourth

1. Between - space separating two things; the period of time that
separates two different times; the beginning and ending points of a group
of numbers

2. Eighth - an ordinal number; number 8

3. Fifth - an ordinal number; number five

4. First - an ordinal number; number one

5. Fourth - an ordinal number; number 4

6. Middle - halfway; midway between two points

7. Ninth - an ordinal number; number nine

8. Ordinal numbers - whole numbers that represent order; first, second,
third, etc.; ordinal numbers name positions
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